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Abstract

During comprehension, a personal pronoun (he, she, it) refers to a preceding referent (boy, girl, child). This co-reference could be
established, among other ways, by using (i) conceptual /semantic information (biological gender agreement between the pronoun and its
referent), (ii) syntactic information (syntactic gender agreement), or (iii) both. This event-related brain potential (ERP) study assesses this
interplay of syntactic and semantic information. We focussed on the N400 component, related to semantic integration, and the SPS/P600
component, related to syntactic reanalysis. The study was conducted in German, because its rich syntactic gender system offers a means to
dissociate between biological (MALE/FEMALE) and syntactic gender (masculine/ feminine/neuter), especially in the case of diminutives

¨ ¨(das Bubchen [the little boy]). German subjects read sentences in which a referent (Bubchen /Bubneuter MALE MALE-neuter MALE-masculine

[boy]) was introduced. Later a personal pronoun was presented which either agreed with the referent in terms of syntactic gender, or in
terms of biological gender, or both, or violated both agreements. Overall, results showed salient P600 effects for pronouns. This indicates
that the establishment of reference involves syntactic reanalysis. Furthermore, we observed N400 effects in sentences with non-
diminutives, but not with diminutives. This shows that conceptual /semantic integration is involved during non-diminutive but not during
diminutive pronoun processing, or at least it could not be violated. The overall pattern of results supports the claim that for
non-diminutives, both syntactic and conceptual information is used to establish co-reference, while for diminutives the process might be
purely syntactically driven.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction the comprehension system establishes co-reference? This
question has interested generative linguists, artificial in-

We use language to refer to things or events. Once telligence specialists, and psycholinguists for quite some
something has been mentioned in discourse, it can be time; for a review see Ref. [7]. There is still ongoing
re-referred to via certain linguistic devices. These devices debate about what kind of information is accessed during
are sometimes called anaphors, and the events or things pronoun comprehension. Some psycholinguistic studies
they refer to are called antecedents or referents. Such a have shown that conceptual /semantic information is rel-
device can be a reduced form, as the personal pronoun evant [6], while others showed involvement of syntactic
‘she’ that refers to the little girl in the sentence ‘The little information [4,7], or both [4]. In addition, there is an
girl was in a good mood and therefore she smiled a lot’. ongoing debate about how this information is used to
But how does the comprehender know this, i.e how does connect a pronoun and a reference. In general, a two-step

process is assumed. First, the readers/ listener initially
loosely connects a pronoun to a possible antecedent, a*Corresponding author. Tel.:131-43-388-1934; fax:131-43-388-
process referred to as bonding or co-indexing. Second, this4125.
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integration or resolution (see Ref. [5] for a recent discus- asked to read the sentences and to make a sentence-
sion on bonding and resolution). The aim of this study is to acceptability judgement afterwards. The results showed a
use an electrophysiological approach to find out more P600 for both types of sentences. As no N400 like
details about the kind of information that is involved in component was observed, semantic (violation) integration
pronoun comprehension. We will use an ERP violation was deemed to be of no or minor importance. This ERP
paradigm to investigate this question. However, because experiment supported the interpretation that pronouns use
until now it has not been known whether a violation syntactic constraints to establish co-reference but no
interferes with the process of bonding and/or integration, semantic integration, because it could not be violated.
this study will not comment on bonding versus integration, Similar effects were observed for German case marked
but will focus on the type of information. When we use the relative pronouns in a reading study by Friederici et al. [3].
term ‘establish co-reference’ we refer to the process as a
whole without separating bonding and integration. 1.2. Evidence for conceptual and discourse co-reference

Event related potentials (ERP), due to their high tempo-
ral resolution, are suited to investigate the temporal aspects The question has been addressed as to whether pronouns
of information processing, as well as the kind of in- can also access processing levels other than the syntactic
formation processed during pronoun comprehension. The level. King and Kutas [11] (see also Ref. [13]) examined
ERP is an electrophysiological measure of brain activity how a conceptual cue, the probable biological gender of a
during the processing of cognitive tasks [18,24] (for referent, affected the establishment of anaphoric co-refer-
language see Refs. [13,23]). The so-called N400 com- ence. By means of a rating test, the authors derived
ponent has been shown to be sensitive to semantic probabilities that a worker in a specific job was expected to
integration [12,14], as well as to discourse integration be male or female. The results of the rating showed that
[25,26]. The P600/SPS (syntactic positive shift) has been stereotypes exist. For example, an engineer was rated as
interpreted as being sensitive to syntactic processing [9,19] being rather male. In contrast, a secretary was expected to
(for a review see Ref. [10]), or reanalysis of the sentence be rather female. King and Kutas then presented sentences
[16,17]. This means that for the interpretation of both in whichpersonal pronouns matched or mismatched the
components there is a tendency to see them reflecting stereotype, as in ‘Theengineer designed the machine
integration/ reanalysis. However, whether or not they becausehe /she . . . ’. The authors observed two salient
might reflect integration and/or bonding during pronoun patterns in the ERP data. First, the pronouns in the
comprehension is unknown, and we therefore will not mismatching condition elicited a larger negativity at left
separate these two processes here. Previous ERP research anterior sites than the pronouns in the matching condition.
by others on pronoun comprehension focused either on This negativity was evident by 200 ms post onset and
syntactic or semantic violation. The present study is the according to the authors might be related to working
first to investigate the interaction of the two types of memory and/or discourse integration. Alternatively, the
information. observed effect could be a left anterior negativity (LAN)

related to syntactic analysis: ‘the engineer’ was analysed
1.1. Evidence for syntactic co-reference syntactically as masculine, and at the moment the mis-

matching pronoun ‘she’ is presented the system discovers a
Osterhout and Mobley [20] studied the processing of syntactic mismatch. The second finding was that mis-

number and gender agreement violations in a sentence. In matching pronouns elicited a larger N400 component.
their view, if a violation was semantic it should give rise to Thus, the integration of the pronouns into the sentence, i.e.
an N400, whereas a syntactic violation should be reflected the establishment of co-reference, might involve semantic
in a P600. A sentence such as ‘The boy next door never and discourse processing of words. In a related study by
loses her temper with anyone’ would be judged as not Osterhout and colleagues [22]reflexive pronouns that
acceptable by most readers. One could claim that the mismatched the gender of stereotypes elicited a P600/SPS
sentence isgrammatically incorrect because the syntactic like component, and no N400. Thus, ERP results vary
gender of the pronoun does not agree with the syntactic between studies, and it is still not entirely clear what sort
gender of the antecedents. Alternatively, one could argue of information is actually accessed during pronoun pro-
that the violation is conceptual /semantic. Part of the cessing.
meaning of ‘boy’ denotes male and human, whereas the The aim of this study is to investigate the type of
meaning of the pronoun ‘her’ refers to something female information used during pronoun comprehension. We
and human. Among other sentence types, Osterhout and focused on the agreement of conceptual /semantic and/or
Mobley presented two types of violations: (i) ‘The hungry syntactic gender between referent and pronoun, and its
guests helped themselves /himself to the food’ (reflexive- violation in German. German was used, because its rich
antecedent number agreement); and (ii) ‘The successful syntactic gender system offers a means to dissociate
woman congratulatedherself/himself on the promotion’ biological gender (MALE/FEMALE) and syntactic gender
(reflexive-antecedent gender agreement). Participants were (masculine/ feminine/neuter), especially in the case of
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¨diminutives (das Bubchen [the little boy]). Ger- conditions N/B*S* and N/B2S2. We therefore see theMALE-neuter

¨man subjects read sentences in which a referent (Bubchen non-diminutives condition N/B1S1 as a baseline, be-
[little boy] /Bub [boy]) was intro- cause it is the only condition that can be seen as 100%MALE-neuter MALE-masculine

duced in the first noun phrase. In a second noun phrase a acceptable in this experiment, and we see the violations as
personal pronoun was presented. Please see Table 1 for ‘probabilistic’ violations. We assume that if the production
examples of sentences from all conditions and their labels system accepts two types of constructions (D/B1S2 and
used throughout the text and in the figures. The D refers to D/B2S1) the comprehension system would do so, too.
diminutive, N refers to non-diminutives, S is syntactic While subjects read these sentences, their event-related
gender, B is biological gender,2 is violation, and1 is brain potentials (ERP) were recorded. Following the logic
agreement. As can be seen in the table, the pronoun either of other N400/P600 ERP research, we propose the follow-
agreed with the referent in terms of biological gender (‘er’ ing hypothesis: If biological gender information is in-

¨[he ] for ‘Bubchen’; condition D/B1S2), in terms volved during pronoun comprehension (either in terms ofmasculine

¨of syntactic gender (‘es’ [it ] for ‘Bubchen’; condition bonding or in terms of integration), and this conceptual /neuter

D/B2S1), disagreed in both (‘sie’ [she ]; condition semantic information is violated (as in the German ‘es’feminine

D/B2S2), or agreed in both syntactic and biological pronoun case, D/B2S1), an N400 effect should be visible
gender (‘er’ [he] for ‘Bub’; condition N/B1S1). There in biological gender violations as compared to cases with
are two further double violation conditions (N/B*S*, N/ no such violation. If syntactic gender information is
B2S2). We label them differently to differentiate between involved (either in terms of bonding or integration), we
them in the text. The N/B2S2 (‘sie’ [she ] for expect a P600 for incorrect syntactic gender agreementfeminine

‘Bub’) is a transparent double violation using incorrect compared to syntactically correct sentences (as in D/B1

biological gender, which also is incorrect syntactic gender. S2). If both conceptual /semantic and syntactic infor-
The N/B*S* is a double violation as well. The pronoun mation are relevant, a modulation of the N400/P600
‘es’ [it ] disagreed in biological and syntactic gender complex for the cases of double violations (as in N/B2S2)neuter

with the referent ‘Bub’. But, this double violation might be should be observed. However, if just one of the types of
slightly different from the N/B2S2 in the sense that information is relevant (either biological or syntactic
instead of an explicitly incorrect biological gender no gender), one might expect either an N400 or a P600 in the
biological gender is used. We did not know beforehand double violations, respectively. In general, the presentation
whether and how these two conditions might differ in the of the isolated sentences should trigger the comprehension
ERP signal. system to interpret the pronoun as belonging to the first

Frequency counts of pronoun usage (production) based noun in the first noun phrase. We have at least two reasons
on a corpus of written German revealed that in 63% of all for this assumption. First, as has been shown by others in
diminutive referent cases a pronoun is selected that agreed reading experiments [7], this interpretation seems to be
in biological gender (D/B1S2 condition). Only in 37% is preferred. Second, in isolated sentences there is a lack of
a pronoun ‘es ’ selected that agreed in syntactic gender alternative referents and, therefore, the pronoun is notneuter

with the diminutive referent (D/B2S1 condition) (Cos- ‘free’ but can only be related to one candidate. Any
mas database [1]). This means that the violation conditions violation indeed should violate this interpretation process.
in all diminutive cases are acceptable, with somewhat Besides the discussed conceptual and syntactic based
different probabilistic weights: D/B1S2 has a 0.63 reference, the default reference process might be a dis-
chance of being acceptable while D/B2S1 has a 0.37 course driven link between pronoun and referent (probably
chance of being acceptable. The third diminutive condition based on saliency of the candidate in the discourse). In this
D/B2S2 is not acceptable, as are the non-diminutive case we would expect N400 effects in all types of

Table 1
Example materials for the experiment

Condition Sentence

Diminutive as referent
¨1. D/B1S2 DasBubchen will schlafen und darum schalteter eine Lampe aus.MALE mas

¨2. D/B2S1 DasBubchen will schlafen und darum schaltetes eine Lampe aus.MALE neu

¨3. D/B2S2 DasBubchen will schlafen und darum schaltetsie eine Lampe aus.MALE fem

Non-diminutive as referent
4. N/B1S1 Der Bub will schlafen und darum schalteter eine Lampe aus.MALE mas

5. N/B*S* Der Bub will schlafen und darum schaltetes eine Lampe aus.MALE neu

6. N/B2S2 Der Bub will schlafen und darum schaltetsie eine Lampe aus.MALE fem

Translation: The (little) boy wants to sleep and therefore he/she/ it switches a light off. B, biological gender; D, diminutive; N, non-diminutive; S, syntactic
gender,1, agreement,2 and *, disagreement between pronoun and antecedent. MALE, biological gender; fem, feminine; mas, syntactic gender masculine;
neu, neuter.
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violations compared to the control condition (as has been sentences were included in order to avoid the development
shown by van Berkum et al. [26]). of expectancies of sentence continuations. In order to keep

participants attentive, comprehension questions were pre-
sented after 12 sentences (ten experimental sentences and

2. Methods two filler sentences) in each block. Subjects had to push
one of two buttons to answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to a question

2.1. Subjects related to the preceding sentence content. This task was
independent of the pronoun manipulation to avoid interfer-

A total of 30 native speakers of German (26 women, ence of the explicit comprehension task with the implicit
mean age 23 years) were recruited from the student ERP measures of the pronoun manipulations.
population of the Otto-von-Guericke University, Mag- The words were presented in 16-point font size at
deburg, Germany, and were paid for their participation. All viewing distance of 110 cm. The experimental sentences
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were right-hand- were equated on word number (ranging from ten to 14
ed and neurologically healthy. words).

2.2. Material 2.3. Procedure

A total of 60 nouns specifying persons’ professions, Subjects were tested individually in a dimly lit sound-
titles or states were selected. Half of these nouns repre- attenuating booth. They were seated in a comfortable chair.
sented clearly male or female persons. These nouns were They were instructed to read the sentences carefully,
embedded in sentences consisting of a main clause and a because they would be asked from time to time to answer
subordinate clause, with the noun as the subject of the questions related to the content of the sentences. They
main clause. The subject (noun) formed the antecedent of were free to blink and move their eyes between sentences
the pronoun, which was the subject of the subordinate and while answering questions, but should fixate on the
clause (see Table 1 for an example). Care was taken that in screen and avoid all movement during the word-by-word
the subordinate clause only verbs were used that do not presentation of the sentences.
allow a general ‘es’ pronoun which might be related to a Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation cross
more general concept in German. For example, in ‘und in the middle of the screen, followed by a 350-ms
darum regnet es so stark’ (and therefore it is raining so presentation of the word, a 300-ms inter-stimulus interval,
heavily), ‘es’ would not refer to the antecedent at all and and the presentation of the next word. Sentence ending
one would not measure any sort of violation at that time words were presented with a ‘dot’ to indicate the end of
during sentence processing. We thus excluded these cases. the sentence, followed by a blank screen for 850 ms.
The used sentences, presented in isolation and using the Questions were presented for 5 s. After each block the
syntactic construction as just described, minimized am- subjects received feedback on their performance on the
biguity for co-reference. questions. In the middle of each block there was a pause of

For each non-diminutive three different sentence con- 30 s, followed by a filler sentence to warn the subject to be
texts were created for later balancing with the three prepared for the second part of that block. Each block
pronoun types (he, she, it) to minimize repetition within lasted|20 min. The entire experiment, including electrode
participants. All sentences were then copied and the non- application and removal took 2.5 h.
diminutive was replaced by a diminutive. The material was
distributed across three different lists, counterbalancing the2.4. EEG recording and analysis
order referent types, pronoun types, repetition, and sent-
ence context. On a given list, a non-diminutive was ERPs were recorded from the scalp using 28 tin
presented three times in three different contexts and with electrodes mounted in an elastic cap. Electrode-sites
three different pronouns. The same held for diminutives, according to the 10/20 system were: Fp1/2, F7/8, F3/4,
resulting in six main conditions as listed in Table 1. C3/4, T3/4, Fz, Cz, Pz, Fc1/2, Cp1/2, Po1/Po2, P3/4,
Sentences on a list were pseudo-randomized over six T5/6, To1/To2, O1/2, Oz. Bio-signals were recorded with
blocks in such a way that each condition appeared ten a left mastoid reference, and were re-referenced off-line to
times in each block and repetitions of referents (three the mean of the activity at the two mastoid processes.
times, one for each pronoun) and contexts (two times, one Blinks and vertical eye movements were monitored with
for diminutives, one for non-diminutives) were kept as far electrodes placed at the sub- and supraorbital ridge of the
a part as possible. Each participant got to read one list, i.e. left eye. Lateral eye movements were monitored by a
60 sentences per condition. We measured ten subjects per bipolar montage using two electrodes placed on the right
list. They were pooled again later for analysis. and left external canthus. Eye movements were recorded in

A total of 60 filler sentences were added to each block. order to allow for later offline rejection, which was carried
The filler sentences were the same over the lists. The filler out by a computer program based on individualized
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rejection criteria. All electrode impedances (EEG and pronoun type (three: er, sie, es) and referent type (two:
EOG) were kept below 5 kV. non-diminutives and diminutives). The scalp distributions

Electrophysiological signals were amplified with a ban- of the N400 and P600 effects were subsequently explored
dpass filter of 0.01–50 Hz and digitised at a rate of 250 Hz in two separate ANOVAs, one with a hemisphere (left,
(4-ms resolution). From the continuous signal epochs were right) by lateral-electrodes (12 left, 12 right of midline
created of 1024 ms starting 100 ms prior to pronoun onset. sites) design, and one with a front-to-back by electrodes
The signal was monitored for artefacts, such as eye- (nine anterior electrodes, nine posterior electrodes) design.
movements. Trials including artefacts were rejected based Planned pair-wise comparisons between conditions were
on individual rejection criteria (30% rejections on average, carried out per electrode site in case of significant main
no difference across conditions). Averages were computed effects or interactions. Note that due to interaction of
across all remaining trials per condition. Subsequent referent type and pronoun types in the material, the six
ANOVAs used mean amplitude values (relative to the conditions all involve slightly different aspects of language
100-ms pre-stimulus baseline) computed for each subject processing and violations, as labelled in Table 1. We
and each condition. The N400 mean amplitude values were therefore consider planned pair-wise comparison as the
taken from a latency window of 320–380 ms after pronoun most informative statistic. We were interested in a com-
onset. This window has been defined by visual inspection parison of conditions that either varied in syntactic or
of the effect in the grand average ERP signal. Note that conceptual gender agreement, or in both, looking at N400
this window diverges from a standard N400 time window and P600 time windows separately.
(usually between 300 and 500 ms) in order to avoid
overlap with the P600 time window. The P600 mean
amplitude values were analysed for a standard P600 time3. Results
window of 400–700 ms after onset of the pronoun.

UnivariateF-tests with more than 1 df in the numerator The grand average ERPs, time-locked to the onset of the
were adjusted by means of the Greenhouse-Geisser correc- critical pronoun, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows
tion. All results were first evaluated in an omnibus the ERP wave for the three pronoun types when the
ANOVA that crossed the factors ‘electrode sites’ (28) with referent was a diminutive. Fig. 2 shows the ERPs of the

Fig. 1. Grand average ERPs (n530) time locked to the onset of the critical pronoun in sentences with diminutives as referent at the nine most central
electrode sites. Negative voltage is plotted up; c, central; f, frontal; p, parietal; z, midline, in this and all subsequent figures. Conditions and their labels are
illustrated in Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Grand average ERPs (n530) time locked to the onset of the critical pronoun in sentences with non-diminutives as referent at the nine most central
electrode sites. Conditions and their labels are illustrated in Table 1.

three pronoun types when the referent was a non-diminu- 3.1. N400
tive.

All six conditions elicit a N1-P2 complex that is typical Table 2 revealed that our pronoun manipulation in an
for visually presented material, as well as a P1 component omnibus ANOVA did not show significant main effects,
at occipital sites. Around 300 ms post stimulus, all but a significant pronoun type3referent type3electrode
pronoun types elicit a clear negative deflection. In the interaction. This indicates that the effect is not widespread
320–380-ms time window this deflection is different over the entire scalp, but is present only at specific sites.
between pronoun types when a non-diminutive was a Specific topographical analyses showed that the N400
referent (Fig. 2), suggesting a modulation of the N400 effect was not different between hemispheres (non-signifi-
component. This N400 pattern is not visible when a cant pronoun type3hemisphere interaction), but that it was
diminutive was the referent (Fig. 1). In a later time significantly larger over posterior sites (significant pronoun
window (400–700 ms), the deflection shows differences type3ant–pos interaction).
independent of the type of the referent. It is more positive Fig. 3 shows mean amplitudes per condition per elec-
for violations as compared to non-violations, especially at trode site. Note that the labels at thex-axis in Fig. 3 relate
central and parietal sites, indicating P600 effects. It is also to the conditions in Table 1. As can be seen in the figure,
more positive for double violations as compared to single mean amplitude values were different between conditions,
violations. being most salient at parietal sites. For example, there is a

Statistical analysis is reported separately for the N400 salient decrease of positive amplitudes from condition
and P600 latency range. Omnibus, hemispheric and an- N/B1S1 to N/B*S* to N/B2S2, i.e. an increase of the
terior–posterior ANOVAs are reported in Table 2 for the N400 component in pronoun processing in non-diminutive
N400 range and in Table 3 for the P600 range. Pair-wise sentences. No such clear change in mean amplitudes is
comparisons are displayed together with mean amplitude visible between the diminutive conditions, indicating no
measures of the critical intervals in Fig. 3 for the N400 salient N400 effect for pronoun processing in diminutive
latency range, and in Fig. 4 for the P600 latency range. sentences.
Solid lines between pairs indicate significant differences Planned pair-wise comparisons between conditions were
(all P,0.05). carried out separately for each of the nine most central
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Table 2
Biological gender agreement effects: mean ERP amplitude ANOVAs in the 320–380-ms latency range (N400)

Source df F P(GG)

Omnibus ANOVA (28 electrodes)
Pronoun (er, sie, es)3el 54, 1566 2.03 0.053
Referent (non-dim., diminutive)3el NS
Pronoun3referent3el 54, 1566 2.96 0.004**

Lateral ANOVA (2312 electrodes)
Pronoun3el 22, 638 2.46 0.04*
Pronoun3referent3el 22, 638 3.64 0.004**
Pronoun3referent3he 2, 58 3.62 0.03*
Pronoun3referent3el3he 22, 638 1.87 0.009**

Anterior–posterior ANOVA (239 electrodes)
Pronoun3ant–pos 2, 58 3.47 0.04*
Pronoun3NP3ant–pos 2, 58 6.18 0.004**
Pronoun3el3ant–pos 16, 464 2.92 0.03*
Pronoun3referent3el3ant–pos 16, 464 1.97 0.07

Pairwise comparison for nine sites as shown in Fig. 3. Solid lines between pairs indicate significant difference (P,0.05). Ant-pos, anterior–posterior; el,
electrode; he, hemisphere. Table only displays ANOVA tests that are most relevant. All effects that are not reported are not significant (NS).
*P,0.05; **P,0.01 (GG, Greenhouse Geisser correctedP-value for F-tests with more than 1 df).

sites (Fz, Cz, Pz, F3/4, C3/4, P3/4). The significant 3.1.2. Non-diminutives as referent
differences between conditions are shown as solid lines The comparisons between N/B1S1 and N/B2S2
between pairs in Fig. 3 (allP,0.05). (double agreement vs. double violation) were significant at

all parietal sites, indicating N400 effects. The comparison
between N/B1S1 and N/B*S* was not significant. The

3.1.1. Diminutives as referent comparison between N/B*S* and N/B2S2 was signifi-
All planned comparisons between the different diminu- cant at left parietal site P3. These results showed that there

tive conditions failed to reveal a difference. This result is a salient processing difference between baseline sent-
indicates that there are no processing differences in the ence type (N/B1S1) and sentences with clear biological
three sentence types in the N400 time window. gender violation (N/B2S2) in the N400 time window.

Table 3
Syntactic gender agreement effects: mean ERP amplitude ANOVAs in the 400–700-ms latency range (P600)

Source df F P(GG)

Omnibus ANOVA (28 electrodes)
Pronoun (er, sie, es) 2, 58 6.95 0.002**
Referent (non-dim., diminutive) NS
Pronoun3el 54, 1566 2.52 0.012*
Referent3el NS
Pronoun3referent3el 54, 1566 2.12 0.035*

Lateral ANOVA (2312 electrodes)
Pronoun (er, sie, es) 2, 58 6.48 0.003**
Referent (non-dim., diminutive) NS
Pronoun3el 22, 638 3.12 0.010*
Pronoun3el3he NS
Pronoun3referent3el3he NS

Anterior–posterior ANOVA (239 electrodes)
Pronoun (er, sie, es) 2, 58 6.46 0.003**
Referent (non-dim., diminutive) NS
Pronoun3el 16, 464 2.16 0.007**
Pronoun3el3ant–pos NS
Pronoun3referent3el 16, 464 2.62 0.013*
Pronoun3referent3el3ant–pos NS

Pairwise comparison for nine sites as shown in Fig. 4. Solid lines between pairs indicate significant difference (P,0.05). Ant-pos, anterior–posterior; el,
electrode; he, hemisphere. Table only displays ANOVA tests that are most relevant. All effects that are not reported are not significant (NS).
*P,0.05; **P,0.01 (GG, Greenhouse Geisser correctedP-value for F-tests with more than 1 df).
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Fig. 3. Mean voltage amplitude values (inmV) of the N400 time window (320–380 ms after pronoun onset) at the nine most central electrode sites. Solid
lines indicate significant planned pair-wise comparison results between conditions (allP,0.05). The labels at thex-axis refer to the conditions as listed in
Table 1.

3.1.3. Non-diminutives versus diminutives between hemispheres, nor between anterior and posterior
In Fig. 5 we display double violation conditions D/B2 sites, indicating that the effect is rather widespread.

S2 and N/B2S2 together with baseline N/B1S1. Fig. 4 shows mean amplitudes per condition per elec-
Compared to N/B1S1, N/B2S2 was more negative, trode site for nine sites in the P600 latency window. As in
showing an N400 effect at parietal sites. Planned com- Fig. 3, the labels at thex-axis relate to the conditions in
parisons show significant differences at P3/4 and Pz (Fig. Table 1. There is a clear ordering of P600 amplitude for
3). In contrast, condition D/B2S2 shows only a slight the diminutive referent (D/B2S2.D/B2S1.D/B1S2
deviation from N/B1S1, which was not statistically ) and non-diminutive referent conditions (N/B2S2.N/
significant (planned comparison in this time window, NS). B*S*.N/B1S1). Pair-wise planned comparison between

conditions were carried out separately for each of the nine
most central sites (Fz, Cz, Pz, F3/4, C3/4, P3/4) in order

3.2. P600 to evaluate the significant ANOVA interactions in more
detail.

The omnibus ANOVA revealed significant main effects
of pronoun types plus interactions of pronoun type with 3.2.1. Diminutives as referent
electrodes, as well as with referent types3electrodes for Significant P600 effects were found between conditions
the P600 time window (Table 3). Specific topographical D/B1S2 and D/B2S1 with the latter being more
analyses showed that the P600 effect was neither different positive at parietal sites Pz and P4. The comparison
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Fig. 4. Mean voltage amplitude values (inmV) of the P600 time window (400–700 ms after pronoun onset) at the nine most central electrode sites. Solid
lines indicate significant planned pair-wise comparison results between conditions (allP,0.05). The labels at thex-axis refer to the conditions as listed in
Table 1.

between conditions D/B1S2 and D/B2S2 was signifi- S1. Both double violation conditions were more positive
cant at all parietal sites Pz and P3/4 with the latter being than the baseline N/B1S1. Planned pair-wise compari-
more positive. The contrast between conditions D/B2S1 sons (Fig. 4) indicated that they differed significantly from
and D/B2S2 was significant at all central sites Cz and N/B1S1 at all central and parietal sites.
C3/4 with the latter being more positive. Conditions D/B2S2 and N/B2S2 were not signifi-

cantly different from each other, indicating that between
3.2.2. Non-diminutives as referent referent types there is no different processing of pronouns

Significant P600 effects were found in the comparison for double violations in this latency window.
between conditions N/B1S1 and N/B*S*, with the latter
being more positive at central and parietal sites. The 3.2.4. Differences in P600 distribution
comparison between conditions N/B1S1 and N/B2S2 Inspection of the grand averages and the above reported
was significant with the latter being more positive at contrasts suggested that the late positivity observed in the
frontal sites Fz and F4, and at all central and parietal sites. different incorrect conditions showed differences in dis-
A comparison between conditions N/B*S* and N/B2S2 tribution. We therefore computed difference waves sub-
was not significant. tracting the ERP to the only unequivocally correct con-

dition (N/B1S1) from all other conditions. This resulted
3.2.3. Non-diminutives versus diminutives in five sets of difference waves reflecting the activity

In Fig. 5 we display both double violations conditions associated with the respective errors. The amplitude of the
D/B2S2 and N/B2S2 together with condition N/B1 late positivity was measured in the 400–700-ms time
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Fig. 5. Grand average ERPs (n530) time locked to the onset of the critical pronoun in sentences with the baseline condition (N/B1S1) and
non-diminutive double violation (N/B2S2) and diminutive double violation (D/B2S2). Conditions and their labels are illustrated in Table 1.

window at all electrode positions. Fig. 6 shows the five for a visual comparison, the highest value of the difference
distributions of the positivities (condition minus baseline was set to 100%, and the lower values were adjusted
N/B1S1), using spline-interpolated isovoltage maps. The accordingly. As can be seen from the figure, the P600
topographic maps all show fronto-central and parietal (positive value of the difference) was high at frontal and
positivities, but they also look slightly different. In order to parietal sites for all the double violation conditions. It was
see whether differences were significant we carried out high at frontal sites, but low at parietal sites for the
analyses of variances followed by planned comparison of D/B1S2 condition. In contrast, the P600 positivity was
the data. low at frontal sites, but high at parietal sites for the

After normalizing the data according to the suggestions D/B2S1 condition.
of McCarthy and Wood [15] they were entered into an
ANOVA with factors condition (five levels) and electrodes
(28 levels). This ANOVA revealed a significant condition 4. Discussion
by electrode interaction (F 52.23, P(HF),0.0002)108,3132

indicating that indeed a differential distribution of the The aim of the study was to indicate the kind of
positivity was present. To further follow up on this result, information that is used by the comprehension system to
planned pair-wise comparisons between the five different establish co-reference between a pronoun and its referent.
conditions were performed. The Huynh-Feldt corrected We investigated whether this process of establishing co-
P-values for the condition by electrode site interaction are reference (i.e. bonding and/or integration) relies on con-
shown in Table 4. Statistically the D/B2S2 conditions ceptual /semantic, on syntactic, or on both types of in-
did not differ from the other double violations (N/B*S* formation. We applied a design that allowed us to disen-
and N/B2S2). It also did not differ from D/B2S1. tangle syntactic reanalysis (of syntactic gender agreement)
Condition D/B1S2 did not differ from N/B2S2. from conceptual /semantic processing (of biological gender

The relative anterior–posterior distribution of the P600 agreement) using German non-diminutives and diminu-
is illustrated in Fig. 7. Measurements of the difference tives as referents. The diminutive cases were especially of
waves ‘condition minus baseline N/B1S1’ were taken interest because they have different biological and syntac-
from frontal (Fz) and parietal (Pz) electrodes in the P600 tic gender and allowed for a separate violation of the two
time window (400–700 ms after pronoun onset). To allow gender types. From the ERP literature it is known that
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Fig. 6. Spline interpolated scalp maps based on the mean amplitude of the difference waves (condition minus baseline N/B1S1) in the 400–700-ms time
window. To preserve the relative amplitudes of the effects in the different conditions maps were scaled to the maximum and minimum voltage of all data
sets.

conceptual /semantic integration manipulates the N400 4.1. Co-reference between pronoun and non-diminutive
component. Syntactic processing and sentence reanalysisreferent
has been shown to manipulate the P600/SPS. A combined
violation was expected to manipulate the N400/P600 The ERP signals time-locked to the critical pronoun
complex. By using two different reference types (non- showed a clear pattern of N400 and P600 effects in the
diminutives, diminutives) with three types of third person non-diminutive sentence types (Fig. 2). If we take con-
singular personal pronouns (er, sie, es) six different dition N/B1S1 as the baseline, a double violation elicited
sentence types were obtained (Table 1) and compared an N400/P600 complex. The N400 effects were present at
within the N400 and the P600 time window. parietal sites, while the P600 effects were present at

parietal and fronto-central sites. The results indicate that a
Table 4 double violation N/B2S2 involves both syntactic
Statistical comparison of the mean amplitudes of difference waves reanalysis (as reflected in the P600) and semantic process-
(condition minus baseline N/S1B1) in the 400–700-ms window (P600)

ing (as reflected in the N400). For the double violation
D/B2S1 D/B2S2 N/B*S* N/B2S2 N/B*S* it was not clear beforehand whether the com-

D/B1S2 0.0001 0.05 0.005 – prehension system would treat it as being mainly syntactic
D/B2S1 – 0.003 0.015 or semantic in nature. The ERP results showed P600
D/B2S2 – effects but no N400 effects (relative to N/B1S1). This
N/B*S* 0.05

indicated that this type of violation, i.e. using the neuterN/B2S2
pronoun ‘es’ for non-diminutives with clear biological

Prior to the analysis the data have been normalized according to
gender was treated by the comprehension system as aMcCarthy and Wood [15]. Shown are the Huynh-Feldt correctedP-values
syntactic rather than a conceptual /semantic violation offor the condition by electrode interaction. Values ofP,0.05 indicate

differences in scalp distribution between difference waves. gender agreement.
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Fig. 7. Anterior–posterior distribution of the P600. To illustrate the relative anterior–posterior distribution of the P600 amplitude measurements were taken
at Fz and Pz electrodes (time window 400–700 ms, difference waves). The higher value for each condition was set to 100%.

4.2. Co-reference between pronoun and diminutive tiated between D/B1S2 and D/B2S1, probably reflect-
ing the frequency counts of 63% acceptable usage of

The ERPs to pronouns in diminutive sentence types did D/B1S2 compared to 37% acceptable usage of D/B2S1.
not show any N400 effects, neither compared within In addition, at parietal sites, the system detected a differ-
diminutive sentence types (Fig. 1), nor compared to the ence between D/B1S2 and the double violation D/B2
baseline condition N/B1S1 (Fig. 5). This lack of N400 S2, with the double violation being more positive, i.e. less
effects in agreement violations indicated that establishing syntactically acceptable. At parietal sites, the system did
co-reference with a diminutive did not involve semantic not detect a difference between D/B2S1 and the double
integration (i.e. no biological gender information), at least violation.
not in a way that semantic processing can easily be
violated. As mentioned in the introduction, we know from 4.3. Comparing non-diminutives and diminutive sentence
frequency-of-usage data that a speaker or writer uses atypes
biologically gender marked ‘er’ or ‘sie’ instead of the
neuter ‘es’ in 63% of the cases for co-referring to a We thus discovered an interesting dissociation between
diminutive. The neuter ‘es’ is used in 37% of the cases. non-diminutive and diminutive sentences types. Pronouns
The comprehension system, on the other hand, obviously in non-diminutive referent sentences use both biological
gets these types of sentences as input and seems to be so gender and syntactic gender to establish co-reference. This
flexible that a violation either in biological or syntactic can be assumed based on the observed N400/P600 com-
gender is not detected as violation at all in the N400 time plex pattern evident in the comparison of conditions N/
window. This seems to hold in the case of single viola- B2S2 and N/B1S1 (Fig. 5). In contrast, pronouns in
tions, but also in the case of double violation D/B2S2. diminutive referent sentences do not access biological
Here, again, the lack of N400 clearly showed that semantic gender information to establish co-reference, but do access
integration is not the major process used to establish syntactic gender information. This conclusion can be
co-reference between a pronoun and a diminutive referent. drawn from the comparison of conditions D/B2S2 and

In contrast to the lack of N400, the ERP to pronouns in N/B1S1 (Fig. 5). The comparison in the N400 time
diminutive sentence types show clear P600 effects. This window was not significant at any electrode site, indicating
P600 pattern is complex, and is most salient at central and no N400 effect, and by inference no semantic integration
parietal electrode sites. In general, if we interpret the P600 difference between D/B2S2 and N/B1S1. However, in
as a marker of syntactic reanalysis in a syntactic violation the P600 time window the two conditions differed sig-
paradigm, the P600 results showed that syntactic reanalysis nificantly, indicating an increased P600 for the double
of the sentence was at hand for the establishment of violation as compared to the baseline. The assumption that
co-reference between pronouns and diminutives. More pronouns in diminutive sentences do not involve access of
specific, at central sites the system detected differences biological gender information in the N400 time window
between D/B2S1 and D/B2S2 (Fig. 1). The difference but rather syntactic gender information was also supported
here in the P600 can be interpreted as indicating the by the comparison between conditions N/B2S2 and D/
syntactic difference of the two conditions. The system B2S2 (Fig. 5). This comparison involved conditions that
seemed not to differentiate between D/B1S2 and D/B2 had the same sort of violation, namely syntactic and
S1 conditions at central sites (no significant difference in biological gender mismatch, and differed in referent type
P600 amplitude). This result might reflect again, as in the only. The comparison revealed N400 effects, but no P600
N400 time window, but now syntactically, the acceptance effects. The N400 effect was more negative for the
of both sentence types in diminutive cases. In contrast to condition N/B2S2 than for D/B2S2. A possible expla-
central sites, at parietal sites the syntactic process differen- nation is that establishing co-reference in non-diminutive-
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referent sentences involves biological gender information frontally distributed P600/SPS reflects differences in
(which obviously could be violated), whereas in di- syntactic complexity, whereas more posteriorly distributed
minutive-referent sentences biological gender information P600/SPS might be related to failure and/or revision of a
is not relevant (at least it could not be violated). The parse. The authors also suggested that the posterior P600/
absence of a P600 difference between these conditions SPS is a result of a combination of semantic and syntactic
indicates that similar syntactic reanalysis processes were violation, due to overlap of N400 and P600 components.

¨engaged during the comprehension of these sentences. Munte et al. [16,17] compared semantic, syntactic and
orthographic violations and observed P600/SPS for all

4.4. Topographic distribution of the P600 effects three conditions. The positivities differed in their scalp
distribution. The semantic violations showed a parietal

We obtained slightly different types of P600 distribution maximum whereas the orthographic and syntactic viola-
between conditions. In general, we observed a broad tions had wider distributions. The authors suggested that
fronto-centro-parietal distribution in case of double viola- different neural generators contribute to the three types of
tions, a fronto-central distribution in case of syntactic violation. Such changes in distribution are known from the
violation, and a more parietal distribution in case of generic P300 component for which multiple generators
semantic violations during syntactic reanalysis. The scalp have been demonstrated by intracranial recordings that
distribution of all double violations (condition minus likewise correspond to different cognitive functions [2].
baseline N/B1S1 in Fig. 6) did not differ from each other Note that we only speculate here, and that further research
statistically. All double violation maps in Fig. 6 show a will have to show the specific cognitive reasons for our
similar pattern of relatively high fronto-central and parietal observed P600 topography differences.
positivities. Fig. 7 supports this pattern by showing In conclusion, the data show that establishing co-refer-
comparable high values for the positivities of these three ence involves syntactic reanalysis as reflected by the
double violations at frontal and parietal sites. In contrast, increase of P600 amplitude in violations. This reanalysis
the topographic analysis of the P600 effect for the single can be accompanied by conceptual /semantic integration
violations D/B1S2 and D/B2S1 showed an interesting processes as reflected by the increase of the N400 am-
interaction across frontal and parietal sites (see especially plitude in violations in the non-diminutive referent sent-
Fig. 7). The D/B1S2 condition elicited the same amount ences. This N400/P600 showed a classical semantic /
of frontal positivity as the double violations, but it showed syntactic integration complex, as for example reported by
a smaller P600 at parietal sites. For the D/B2S1 it is Osterhout and Nicol [21]. However, the semantic integra-
exactly the other way around. The P600 compared to the tion (reflected by N400) is only present when non-diminu-
P600 of double violations is smaller at frontal sites and of tives are referents but not when diminutives are referents.
equal size at parietal sizes. This observed difference between referent types showed

If we interpret the P600 as reflecting reanalysis and that the comprehension system is not working according to
more specifically in our case, the reanalysis of co-referenc- fixed syntactic reanalysis rules to establish co-reference but
ing pronoun and antecedent, the differences in P600 might that the process depends on the referent type. Whereas the
indicate slightly different types of reanalysis between build-up of co-reference for non-diminutives involves both
violation conditions. While admittedly tentative at present, semantic and syntactic processes, co-reference for diminu-
an interpretation of the observed P600 effects could be as tives seem to be syntactically driven. One explanation for
follows: The broadly distributed P600 might reflect syntac- the difference might be the saliency of biological gender of
tic analysis that is influenced by both semantic and the referent. Although both types of referents have clear
syntactic gender (dis)agreement information, involving a and transparent biological gender assignments, it might be
widespread set of neural generators. In contrast, a P600 of the case that this information is more relevant for non-
a single syntactic violation condition might reflect diminutives as compared to diminutives. Whether and why
reanalysis of syntactic gender (dis)agreement, but no extra this is the case has to be shown in the future.
semantic processing. Therefore the effect is less wide-
spread, and observed as being strongest at frontal sites. A
P600 of a single semantic violation (D/B2S1) might
indicate reanalysis of biological gender (dis)agreement Acknowledgements
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